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Executive Summary

As Russian forces invaded Ukraine in the early winter of 2022, it seemed
Europe’s dependence on natural gas from Russia might leave European nations
with a stark choice: capitulate and accept Russia’s aggression, or su�er a
potentially catastrophic energy shortage with dire economic, political, and social
consequences. Fortunately, concerted action by the United States and its allies
produced a liqui�ed natural gas (LNG) ‘GasLift’ that �ooded European terminals
and succeeded in pulling Europe through the winter of 2022. But launching a
winter 2023 GasLift to supply su�cient energy to Europe could prove
considerably more challenging given further Russian gas reductions, unexpected
LNG facility outages, and possible domestic export restrictions in some
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countries.

The gathering storm in Asia further heightens Europe’s gas insecurity. Russia
took advantage of extremely tight markets and uncertainty by nationalizing the
Sakhalin II LNG plant just days after outages at major LNG plants in the US and
Australia, challenging the gas security of US allies in Asia, particularly Japan and
South Korea. Compounding matters, China’s “live-�re” military exercises in the
Taiwan Strait e�ectively blockaded Taiwan’s two LNG import terminals, signaling
future energy insecurity for the island.

With con�ict on two fronts, and natural gas squarely in the crosshairs, the US
LNG industry will need to maintain commitments and support allies and trading
partners in both Europe and Asia this winter. Unity and resolve among allies and
partners, as well as tolerance for some domestic sacri�ces, will be necessary to
ensure a level of energy security on both fronts. Weather, war, and the whims of
black swan risk factors could coincide to yield the most challenging winter for
energy markets seen in decades. Maximizing molecule �ows into the global gas
market is a distinct US national security interest.

The Europe GasLift of 2022

No US soldiers are �ghting in Ukraine, but in most other respects the United
States is e�ectively in a war posture. Consider the following �ve metrics:

1. In response to Russian threats and actions, NATO allies recently agreed that
Russia “is the most signi�cant and direct threat to their security and to
peace and stability in the Euro-Atlantic area.”[1]

2. The US has contributed nearly $9 billion of military aid to Ukraine[2] and
$54 billion in total aid in response to the Russian invasion since February
2022.[3]

3. US and allied troops, ships, and aircraft have been re-deployed to NATO’s
eastern �ank.[4]

4. The US has imposed unprecedented economic sanctions on Russia.[5]
5. The US is engaged in a massive diplomatic e�ort to rally nations worldwide

to enforce these sanctions and to support its allies in Europe.
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Shortly before the invasion of Ukraine, we published “Strategic Response
Options if Russia Cuts Gas Supplies to Europe”  urging the US and its allies to
launch a Berlin Airlift-style GasLift of LNG to relieve Europe of the stranglehold
that Russia’s growing cuto� of natural gas was causing.[6] We presented
evidence to show that world LNG supplies, when coordinated by nations and
used in conjunction with other steps, could be su�cient to resupply Europe
through the winter of 2022 and re�ll storage over the summer.

In the months that followed the invasion, a �ood of LNG cargoes, largely from
the US but also from other nations, pushed northern European LNG receiving
terminals to run at or above nameplate capacity, as we noted in “US LNG
‘GasLift’ Floods European Terminals Ahead of Russia Gas Cuto�.” [7] In a follow-
up brief, “A Bridge Over Troubled Water: LNG FSRUs Can Enhance European
Energy Security,” [8] we urged European nations and gas buyers to charter and
site LNG �oating storage and regasi�cation units (FSRUs) before the coming
winter in order to open the bottleneck presented by limited European LNG
receiving capability. Since then, several gas buyers have announced such
charters of FSRUs for European sites, some of which will be operational in a few
months.[9]

In order to provide the LNG needed by Europe, US LNG producers operated their
plants at or above 100% of baseload capacity. This was required because Russia
began reducing its deliveries of natural gas to Europe almost a year before its
invasion of Ukraine, which tightened the European market, created a surge in
prices, and drove increased competition for available LNG supplies. As Figure 1
illustrates, from March 2021 until June 2022, daily US LNG export capacity
consistently operated between 80% and 100% of peak utilization, which
e�ectively means operating at or above 100% of baseload capacity for the US
LNG industry overall.[10] Running at such high utilization rates for so long can
put a strain on the entire LNG export value chain.

Figure 1 — Daily US Lique�ed Natural Gas Export Capacity (Peak) Utilization
(Jan 2017–Jun 2022)
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Source  US Energy Information Administration. [11]

Can the GasLift be Repeated for the Winter of 2023?

We are yet to emerge from this year’s summer, and already several events have
made the GasLift more tenuous for the coming winter. The June 8 outage of the
Freeport LNG facility, which provided some 72% of its 15.0 million tonnes per
annum (mtpa) baseload capacity to Europe during the �rst �ve months of
2022,[12] was a signi�cant event that tightened available supply. The impact was
immediately felt as US LNG deliveries to northern Europe (including the
Netherlands, France, Belgium, Poland, and Lithuania) declined by 35% in June
and July compared to May,[13] despite extremely hot weather and heavy
electricity demand in Europe.[14]

Just 10 days after the �re at the Freeport LNG plant, Gazprom reduced gas
deliveries to Europe on the Nord Stream 1 (NS-1) pipeline to less than half the
average �ow rate of the 365 days preceding, according to ENTSOG data. These
deliveries were further curtailed on July 27 to 20% of NS-1’s capacity.[15]

Tightened supplies and higher prices make it more di�cult for Europeans to �ll
their storage ahead of the coming winter. The EU has set up an 80% target for
country-level storage by November 1, 2022 (90% in years thereafter) (EU
2022/0090).[16] Germany also now requires storage to be 95% full by November
1,[17] a level that it anticipates needing to sustain itself without gas imports for
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approximately two winter months.[18]

The situation of little or no Russian gas supplies over the winter is well within the
realm of possibility given Germany’s heavy dependence on Russian gas supplied
via the NS-1 pipeline. Since the NS-1 curtailment, European gas consumers have
continued �lling storage at rates commensurate with the trailing �ve-years’
average (Figure 1). At 20% �ows on NS-1, Germany will have to strain to meet the
95% regulation-mandated levels even with current measures that redirect gas
�ows from industry and electricity generation to storage.[19] Although they are
moving ahead quickly,[20] this comes at the cost of serious industrial demand
destruction.[21] Data from transport system operators across Western Europe
suggest that in many areas, industrial gas demand between April 1 and July 22,
2022, declined between 10% and 25% relative to the same period in 2021—when
high prices were already materially eroding industrial gas consumption
throughout Europe.[22] De-prioritizing industrial demand to protect residential
consumers is not a sustainable long-term strategy.

Figure 2 — Estimated Gas Storage Inventory Levels, October 1, 2022
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Source  ENTSOG [23]

 

Having already signi�cantly reduced supplies of natural gas to industry and
electric power generation over the summer, Europe cannot demand-manage its
way out of an upcoming winter gas crisis, particularly if storage is not �lled in
advance. More supply is needed and soon. The recent announcement that the
US Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) expects to
authorize resumed operation of all three Freeport LNG trains at virtually full
baseload capacity in early October 2022 will help blunt the ongoing supply
shortfall, but it will come too late to provide much assistance in �lling storage
before winter.[24]

However, the larger challenge may be the gathering storm in Asia.

The Gathering Storm in Asia

When Russia invaded Ukraine in February and the US GasLift to Europe began in
earnest, US diplomats sought support from other LNG suppliers, principally
Qatar,[25] as well as from other LNG buyers who might be willing to divert some
of their own cargoes to Europe. The argument was that by doing so, these LNG
buyers—US allies in Asia, including Japan and South Korea—would be helping
the US and Europe stand up against an aggressive sovereign power, and that
one day they might need similar assistance. Japanese o�cials agreed that their
companies would be willing to divert some LNG cargoes to Europe, so long as
Japan retains a “stable” supply.[26]

In the last few months, however, several events have called into question
whether Japan—as well as other US allies and friends in the region, including
South Korea and Taiwan—have a “stable” supply of LNG that will be su�cient to
meet even their own needs, let alone support Europe.

Liquefaction Plant Outages Tighten Markets
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To begin, markets tightened in June because of the outage at the Freeport LNG
terminal, where o�takers include companies from Japan and South Korea. Later
that month, Shell’s 3.6 mtpa Prelude LNG plant in Australia shut down due to a
labor dispute, shortly after recovering from a four-month mechanical repair. The
facility, which has o�takers from Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, has been inoperative
a total of six out of eight months this year, depriving these o�takers of vital
supplies and the assurance of supplies for the coming winter.[27] In addition,
Australian LNG supply to international markets has been called into question by
the Australian government, which publicly raised the possibility of imposing a
cap on LNG exports from the eastern part of Australia due to high domestic
natural gas prices.[28] South Korea’s Kogas is one of the o�takers from the LNG
projects that would be a�ected by a cap on Australia’s LNG exports.

Russia Takes Advantage of Uncertainty

As we noted in a working paper from August 4, 2022,[29] the increasing
uncertainty over gas supply has been used tactically by Russia in Europe—and
now is also being used in Asia. It is hardly a coincidence that on June 30, only
days after Freeport’s outage and strikes immobilizing the Prelude, Russia
announced the nationalization of the Sakhalin II LNG liquefaction plant.[30] The
plant currently supplies LNG to several countries including Japan, for whom it
supplies 10% of the country’s LNG needs, and South Korea, where about 6% of
total LNG imports come from Russia.[31] At the same time, Russia has declared
both countries “unfriendly states” due to their support of sanctions against
Russia over its invasion of Ukraine.[32] Although Japan's Industry Minister Koichi
Hagiuda said the decree did not mean that Japan's LNG imports will become
“immediately impossible,” he also noted that it would be necessary for Japan “to
take all possible measures” to prepare for a possible cuto� of LNG from Russia.
Kremlin designations of Japan and South Korea as “unfriendly” �t a pattern of
Russian behavior in which molecules and uncertainty surrounding their future
availability are conjunctively weaponized to destabilize the economic and
political environment in countries seen as allies of the US and NATO. [33]
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Asia Allies May have to Compete with Europe for
Extra Winter Cargoes, Hindering the GasLift

Rather than having “stable” LNG supplies as winter is approaching, Japan, Korea,
and Taiwan are faced with extremely tight markets riddled by uncertainty related
to three elements at once: 1) unexpected supply outages in otherwise reliable
markets in the US and Australia; 2) Russian nationalization of the Sakhalin II LNG
plant, creating uncertainty around its LNG supply this winter; and 3) domestic
pressures in some traditional supplier countries for export bans or caps as a
result of higher domestic prices for natural gas. The tightness of the markets is
exacerbated by Asian buyers’ competition with Europe for additional LNG
supplies, because of both the reduction in Russian gas supplies on NS-1 and
Europe’s increased demand. That demand is driven by new LNG facilities being
built onshore or chartered as �oating storage and regasi�cation units (FSRUs)
and by Europe’s need to accelerate �lling its gas storage for the coming winter.

It is hardly a surprise that at the recent Quad meeting of Australia, Japan, India,
and the United States in Sydney, representatives of Japan and Germany
separately met with o�cials from Australia to press them to make new LNG
supply commitments, creating the unusual scenario of Europe and Asia
competing for new supplies from a country that is considering reducing
them.[34] With conditions of much higher-than-normal uncertainty, Japan,
Korea, and Taiwan (as well as many others) must now go into the market to
either back�ll, or at least backstop, potential shortfalls from what it thought
were certain long-term supplies.[35] These countries will likely �nd the cupboard
bare if they are asked to contribute LNG cargoes to Europe this winter.

Instead, US producers may have to step in to ensure supplies to Asian allies and
trading partners and �ll any gaps, even as US producers are pushing utilization
limits to supply a GasLift to Europe this winter. As Figures 3 and 4 from the US
Energy Information Administration illustrate, however, to supply Europe in the
run-up to and throughout the invasion, the US LNG industry and its customers
have been “borrowing from Peter to pay Paul” by diverting cargoes from Asia to
Europe.
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Source  EIA [36]

Source  EIA, (arrows added by author) [37]

Figure 3 — Monthly US Lique�ed Natural Gas Exports by Destination Region
(Jan 2020-Apr 2022), billion cubic feet per day

 

Figure 4 — Monthly US Lique�ed Natural Gas Exports by Destination (Jan
2020-Apr 2022) billion cubic feet per day
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With the US LNG industry running above 100% of baseload and close to 100% of
peak capacity during this past winter’s GasLift, there was not much if any extra
capacity to call upon. If Europe and Asia are both in extremis this winter
—whether because of unusually cold weather or due to con�ict or other
unforeseen events—then US suppliers and their customers will be forced to do
their best to allocate available LNG cargoes across both the European and Asian
fronts.

Some circumstances may make this even more challenging.

Enter China: Live Fire in the Taiwan Strait

For Taiwan in particular, recent events have elevated this risk to a new level. On
August 4, 2022, the Chinese People’s Liberation Army began “live-�re” military
exercises in six zones immediately surrounding Taiwan. China warned airlines to
avoid the area,[38] but LNG tanker owners took immediate notice too. LNG
tanker tra�c immediately diverted away from the Taiwan Strait, though in
practice the only destination (other than China itself) that was a�ected was
Taiwan. Of 136 laden LNG tankers that crossed the Taiwan Strait from January 1
to August 3, 2022, 76 were headed to Taiwan.[39] Qatar Energy uses this
shipping lane to deliver LNG cargoes to the Taichung terminal; Taiwan also
receives LNG cargoes at the Yung-An terminal in Kaohsiung.[40]

The live-�re exercises are planned to end soon and hopefully will. But they plant
the seed that Taiwan’s energy supplies are not secure. Taiwan claims that the
exercises are e�ectively a blockade of its major ports, and a map of the live-�re
zones supports that concern. The Yung-An facility is completely blanketed by
China’s military exercises, while Taichung is limited by its access to the Taiwan
Strait, which, as noted, becomes shut to LNG tanker tra�c in a potential con�ict.

Figure 5 — Map of Chinese People’s Liberation Army Announced Military
Exercises in Vicinity of Taiwan (Shown in Shaded Zones), with Location of
Taiwan LNG Receiving Terminals
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Source  Global Times, @globaltimesnews, August 2, 2022 (arrows added by author to identify
approximate locations of Taichung and Yung-An LNG terminals).
Source  Focus Taiwan, August 3, 2022, https://focustaiwan.tw/cross-strait/202208030002 .

But the actions are much more signi�cant than they appear. Consistent with the
Russia-China “partnership without limits,” China’s action in the Taiwan Strait
enhances Russia’s ability to use its LNG supply as an energy weapon in the
region. Taiwan announced on February 25, 2022, that it would join the
international sanctions against Russia and that it would not renew a �ve-year
LNG sales agreement for deliveries from Sakhalin II when the contract expired in
March.[41] Taiwan has replaced those volumes with LNG from several sources,
including Cheniere Marketing, with whom they signed a 25-year LNG sales
agreement for 2 mtpa on a delivered ex-ship basis.[42] The country is also in the
process of expanding the Taichung regasi�cation terminal to 10 mtpa[43] and
ordering a new �eet of 16 LNG carriers to meet its growing energy needs.[44]
China’s blockade calls into question the energy security that these investments
would otherwise provide Taiwan and—regardless of whether it was part of
China’s goal this time—helps Russia extend its gas geopolitical game to challenge
US allies and trading partners in Asia.

Russia and China working in tandem is likely to become a more systemic feature
of the international environment, with the two countries acknowledging
cooperation in some instances and possibly denying it in others. Their ability to
a�ect energy markets, particularly as part of a coordinated military or diplomatic
strategy, should not be underestimated. The US and its allies will need to
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address this challenge as soon as this winter and possibly for many winters to
come. It’s best to start right away.

Where do the US and its Allies Go From Here?

The Good News: More LNG Capacity, Mostly in the US, is
Coming Online

While cold weather, further con�ict, or unanticipated outages could each strain
the ability of LNG producers and customers to supply allies and trading partners
in both the Atlantic and the Paci�c, there is good news. First, as noted, PHSMA
has reached a preliminary agreement to allow the Freeport LNG terminal to
restart all three trains at close to full capacity in early October, bringing some
15.0 mtpa back onto the market. That project was a leading supplier to Europe
during the �rst few months of the invasion this year.

Second, additional supply is scheduled to start production in 2022 and 2023.
Cheniere began commercial operations of train 6 at its Sabine Pass terminal in
late February 2022, adding some 4.5 mtpa of baseload capacity and 5.76 mtpa of
peak capacity. Venture Global’s Calcasieu Pass LNG project commissioned trains
1-12 by May of 2022, and trains 13-18 are anticipated to be commissioned by
September of this year. Together, they will add 10.0 mtpa of baseload capacity
and 12.0 of peak capacity. Golden Pass is anticipated to commission its �rst train
in 2023, adding 5.2 mtpa of baseload capacity and 6.0 of peak capacity. An
additional 22-25 mtpa is under construction at Golden Pass and Venture Global’s
Plaquemines facilities. Both are planned to start up in 2024. Together, US LNG
export capacity, based upon facilities already under construction, is expected to
grow 20% this year (not including another 20% for the restoration of Freeport
LNG) and more than 50% over three years.[45]

Current and pending volumes highlight the in�uence of US �rms in LNG markets
in the near and medium terms. No other country has added signi�cant LNG
liquefaction capacity in 2022 to date. Also, the capacity added by the US and that
the US plans to add through 2024 is more than capacity additions in 2022-24 by
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Source  IGU, using Rystad data [46]

all other countries combined. The only two non-US operations slated to begin
production in 2022 are Indonesia’s Tangguh LNG T3 (3.8 mtpa) and Coral-Sul
FLNG (3.4 mtpa) in Mozambique. And in 2023, only one facility, Congo-
Brazzaville, is supposed to begin producing LNG (1.4 mtpa). The fate of Russia’s
Portovaya Luga (1.5 mtpa), initially slated for a 2022 start, is now uncertain. It
has been experiencing di�culties due to sanctions imposed on Russia and likely
will need to move its expected commissioning beyond the initial 2022 goal. No
new LNG liquefaction addition has been planned outside of the US in 2024. And
while many �nal investment decisions are expected to take place in 2022 and
2023, given the time that is needed to build an LNG export terminal, they will not
be able to add to the world’s liquefaction capacity for several years to come. US
leadership in new liquefaction capacity addition is probably best illustrated by
Figure 6.

Figure 6 — Global Liquefaction Capacity Growth by Region, 1990–2027
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But This and Future Winters Could be Challenging. The US and
its Allies Must be Ready to Fight the Gas War on both the
European and Asian Fronts

Even with increased supply, relying on last year’s US playbook is not likely to be
enough. What our allies and trading partners seek—and what Russia (and
perhaps China) seek to eliminate—are not only methane molecules but, even
more importantly, the certainty that we will stand by our allies and trading
partners even during di�cult times. Energy security is a critical part of this
certainty, and our adversaries illuminate our vacillations when they occur.

To this end, it is imperative that government o�cials avoid giving credence to
calls for export bans and trade embargoes. Energy supplies are tight and will
likely remain so, in part (but not fully) because of the geopolitical tensions
created on both the Atlantic and Paci�c fronts. Prices will continue to be high,
and there will be calls from some quarters—as there have been already from
some in the US, Europe, and Australia—to placate domestic audiences by
backing away from the commitments and di�cult decisions necessary to
confront totalitarian adversaries. Only by showing resolve to meet our trading
commitments and providing energy to support our allies will the democratic
nations of the world see this and other coming winters through as a united
group.

Indeed, the Russian invasion of Ukraine highlighted for Europe that energy
security is inseparable from national security. Now a second front is opening,
highlighting once again that energy security is crucial to national security, as
Russia—with help from China—starts to play its gas geopolitical game in Asia.

This is not a time to be timid or uncertain. We must rea�rm our resolve to meet
our energy commitments and support our trading partners. We must also
demand that our trading partners and allies apply similarly uncompromising
logic. Winter will shortly be upon our allies in Europe and north Asia, and storage
tanks need to be �lled. Our adversaries know this and are counting down the
days.
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